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LETTER FROM THE PROJECT TEAM
Dear Reader,
The Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy improves city parks, enriches quality of life, and achieves park
equity by matching park resources to community needs. The Parks Conservancy has a history of
successfully engaging and partnering with local government, community organizations, and public
agencies to achieve complex capital projects and promote understanding of the ecological health
of land and water resources.
Park lands offer enormous opportunities for innovative management of watershed and water
quality issues that can return triple bottom line benefits on strategic investments. That’s why,
in 2017, the Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy’s five-year strategic plan identified “building green
infrastructure into parks strategically and sensitively” as the second of four major strategic
initiatives. With dedicated regional and national partnerships and support from generous
park donors, the Conservancy will continue to be a leader in Pittsburgh’s move toward green
infrastructure.
The Larimer Consensus Group exists to ensure the revitalization of Larimer. It is reflective of the
wants, needs, and desires of the residents of the community. The Consensus Group’s activities
include projects and initiatives that promote vitality and growth within the neighborhood as well
as cultivation and maintenance of partnerships with organizations and individuals in the City to
be the voice of Larimer on a municipal level and be a part of making Pittsburgh a “most livable
city” for all of its residents. Since the development of the 2010 Larimer Vision-to-Action Plan, the
Consensus Group has been working to engage residents, business owners, developers, and other
organizations and agencies in “water first” planning. Numerous projects have shown Larimer to be
a leading neighborhood in these efforts, such as the Village Green, the EECO Center, and a variety
of projects separating stormwater as part of the Choice Neighborhood process, including Liberty
Green and River Roots.
Building on efforts underway in the watershed, including the Larimer Vision to Action Plan, Project
15206, the Living Waters of Larimer, as well as the Regional Parks Master Plan for Highland Park
and the Larimer Park conceptual plan, the Meadow Street Microshed Concept Plan is a crucial
step in the implementation of green infrastructure, in Larimer and in Pittsburgh. It develops a
method by which the core conveyance system in Highland Park can accept flows from surrounding
neighborhoods, a necessary part of decreasing combined sewer overflows in the shed. It’s also a
replicable process that can help achieve stormwater separation and associated community and
ecological benefits throughout the city, one microshed at a time.
Sincerely,

Heather Sage
Director of Community Projects
Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy

Donna Jackson
Chair
Larimer Consensus Group
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Introduction
Pittsburgh’s sewer infrastructure is aging and
overburdened, as is the case with many older American
cities. The city relies on combined sewers to safely
convey sanitary sewage and rainwater to the Allegheny
County Sanitary Authority’s (ALCOSAN’s) treatment
plant but, when it rains, the pipes cannot carry all the
combined sewage, and much of it overflows into our
rivers.
The Meadow Street Microshed Concept Plan builds on
ongoing work in the Negley Run Watershed to decrease
these combined sewer overflows (CSOs) and minimize
local flooding while also improving the health and
connectivity of our communities. It attempts to develop
a model process and replicable solutions for separating
stormwater from sewage at the neighborhood block
scale, ensuring that private landowners can contribute to
the solution and that residents can become engaged in
designing and maintaining community infrastructure.
Meadow Street near Lenora Street
in Larimer, a neighborhood of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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Overview of the Negley Run Watershed
The Negley Run Watershed, which is correlated
with the A-42 sewershed (A for Allegheny
River, 42nd outfall from the confluence with
the Monongahela River), has been a focus
for agencies and advocates of integrated
stormwater management because it’s the
largest watershed in the city, and contributes
more than any other shed to the city’s CSO
problem. The Pittsburgh Water and Sewer
Authority (PWSA) and United States Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) are working to
daylight portions of Negley Run and its former
connection with the Allegheny River, removing
its stormwater flows from the sewer system and
establishing the core element of a new network
for conveying stormwater separately to our
rivers. This both avoids unnecessary treatment
costs and alleviates the pressure on the city’s
pipes. But combined sewer overflows can only
be eliminated by separating stormwater in a
majority of the watershed and intelligently
managing most of the stormwater runoff.
The Larimer Vision Plan recognized these
stormwater needs and, partially motivated by
the 2011 drowning deaths of four people just
downstream of the neighborhood, declared that
future development should make Larimer a netzero rainwater discharge community.

The Living Waters of Larimer project was an
artist-directed interdisciplinary community
program to give definition and direction to
this vision. Through a series of community
workshops and activities the project defined
a series of concepts and policies to achieve
this ambitious goal. An important product was
the Little Negley Run Conveyance Vision Plan,
which highlighted the need to convey captured
rainwater to the Allegheny River.
As the Living Waters of Larimer completed
its work and made its recommendations,
participants created a Task Force to replicate
the process in the other neighborhoods
of the Negley Run Watershed. The Negley
Run Watershed Task Force brings together
professionals, communicators, and community
leaders to assist the City, the water agency,
and other stakeholders in the preparation and
launch of a watershed implementation and
investment plan. The objective is to empower
the communities and ratepayers of the Negley
Run Watershed to become active and equal
partners with the agencies charged with
managing water.

The A-42 Negley Run phasing
strategy as drafted by evolveEA
with EnviroSocial Capital and
eDesign Dynamics in partnership
with the Green Building Alliance.

Contributing Area
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What is a Microshed?
Microsheds, like watersheds, are zones within
a community where rainwater trickles from
rooftops, driveways, and lawns downhill to the
same point. In Larimer, that rainwater flows
into the combined sewer system where it causes
overflows downstream when it rains. Microsheds
are a manageable scale for planning for green,
community-based rainwater infrastructure
projects in urban areas with an existing
combined sewer system. The Living Waters of
Larimer team and partners proposed microsheds
as a tool for designing the capture of rainwater
in Larimer for conveyance to a future Little
Negley Run.
The microshed approach was first applied by the
Living Waters of Larimer team for the Choice
Neighborhood developments centered by the
Liberty Green Park. The common low point for
the Liberty Green microshed is the spot that
will be the site of River Roots, a stormwater
art project under construction in Liberty
Green near East Liberty Boulevard. The Choice
Neighborhood engineering was proceeding

when the microshed planning process was first
proposed and could not be fully implemented.
As a result the stormwater infrastructure in the
microshed is not fully networked toward the
River Roots lowpoint. But, at the point when
the Little Negley Run conveyance provides
for separate stormwater flow to the Allegheny
River, the separate infrastructure elements can
all be connected to that Conveyance near the
River Roots site.
Coordinating development projects and existing
parcel into a single stormwater infrastructure
plan is a challenge to effective microshed
design. The Negley Run Watershed Task Force
wanted to conceptualize the process for
proposing a networked stormwater system for
a microshed that will connect to a future Little
Negley Run conveyance as a demonstration.

The Meadow Street Microshed
boundary overlaid onto the plan
for Choice Neighborhoods project
sites in Larimer.

Meadow Street Microshed Concept Plan
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Why the Meadow Street Microshed?
The Meadow Street microshed was selected for
study because it contains a unique combination
of public and private investments that, with
further investment and coordination, can be
interconnected or leveraged for greater benefit.
Previously constructed and new projects have
taken into account the community desire for
responsible stormwater management, and have
been conceived with the idea that conveyance
should be directed north, for future connection
to Little Negley Run.

The project team defined 14 strategic priorities
for determining which microsheds should be
given priority. Within Larimer, several microshed
areas from the Living Waters of Larimer project
were evaluated according to these priorities.
The table below shows how these priorities
apply to Meadow Street.

Strategic Priorities

Application at Meadow Street

1

Amount of Rainwater Retention and Detention

The capture amount is a small percentage of the entire watershed,
but its performance is great due to the new development

2

Proximity to hydrologically productive sites

This microshed can discharge directly to the future Little Negley
Run conveyance

3

Large % of public right-of-way and property
control

Meadow Street and significant number of City and
Urban Redevelopment Authority owned property

4

Manageable number of property owners and/
development types

Few homeowners among large developers (both public and private)

5

Potential for productive use or reuse of captured
water

Creates park amenity/attraction in the expanding Larimer Park
footprint

6

Opportunity for co-benefit production

Bioswales along neighborhood streets can calm traffic, provide
shade to mitigate urban heat island effect, improve local air
quality, improve biodiversity, and generally enhance neighborhood
aesthetics and cohesion.

7

Augments or links open space assets

Links Larimer Village Green to the Larimer Park and Liberty Green
as well as with Highland Park and the Negley Run Boulevard
greenspace corridor.

8

Addresses localized water issue or problem
(basement flooding/street ponding, etc.)

Some street flooding on Carver and Meadow
during heavy rain events

9

Contributes to community vision, project,
or comprehensive plan

Rainwater capture is a priority element of the Larimer Vision Plan

10 Performance with minimal additional energy
inputs

While a mechanical release has been discussed for the conveyance
into the valley, the microshed can perform without pumping or
treatment

11 Large capture area

The microshed is smaller than guidelines proposed by PWSA, but
can be combined with adjacent microsheds for cost-effective
implementation

12 Ease of application of diverse GSI tools

Multiple specific green infrastructure strategies can be applied
within this area to achieve the concept’s goals.

13 Property owner and resident participation

Project has full participation from developers of all of the new
housing within the microshed as well as support from the Larimer
Consensus Group.

14 Strategy for long-term administration and
stewardship of distributed GSI

Supports the long-term neighborhood stewardship objectives of
the Larimer Consensus Group

10
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Initial Microshed Analysis
Topography and flow are the primary
determinants of a microshed, but the boundary
definition requires analysis and review of many
criteria including community visions, the built
environment, existing sewers, and projected
investments. The Liberty Green microshed was
appealing because the majority of the whole
microshed was being redeveloped in a relatively
short five-year time frame. Unfortunately the
microshed concept was not established in
time for full application. But the concept has
been adopted as the City commits to more
stormwater planning.

The Meadow Street microshed identified for our
Vision Plan is smaller than the PWSA range,
but can be easily combined with adjacent
microsheds (Auburn Street and Mayflower Street
corridors) to achieve the preferred size for PWSA
Capital Budget purposes.

The Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority
is applying the microshed tool to prioritize
capital investments in high performing
rainwater capture areas throughout Negley Run
and other priority sewersheds. Its Watershed
Implementation Design project defines
microsheds as planning subunits of between 25
to 75 acres.

Past

Present

“Natural” early development hydrology showing the historic Today’s existing combined sewer network imitates the
path of Little Negley Run and its tributary stream channels. same flow pathways that the natural flows took before
development, but now aligned to the street grid.

Future

The proposed green infrastructure improvements in the
Meadow Street microshed use the street rights-of-way to
create a new surface drainage network that doesn’t allow
rainwater to enter the combined sewer network during
typical storm events.

Meadow Street Microshed Concept Plan
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Green Infrastructure Strategies
Strategy Types

Planning for the Future

There are several green infrastructure strategies
that could apply to different areas within the
Meadow Street Microshed. At the core, this
concept relies on three types of interventions:

The strategies evaluated in this concept help
to prepare this community for integration with
a broader A-42 Negley Run Strategy, such as
the one developed in 2017 by Enviro Social
Capital, evolveEA, and eDesign Dynamics or the
Living Waters of Larimer project. A low-cost and
low-impact conveyance and flow-attenuation
network in the Meadow Street Microshed could
easily become a tributary drainage area to the
Little Negley Run conveyance.

Diversion
Prevent stormwater from entering the
combined-sewer system.
Conveyance
Move water downhill without entering the
combined-sewer system.
Storage
Store water for a period of time to attenuate
the rate of flow or to delay the entry of
rainwater into the combined sewer system.
The strategies in this chapter can be combined
to establish a contextually-appropriate
and cost-effective conveyance and storage
network. This network can divert flows
from the combined sewer system, provide a
secondary means for flows to convey downhill,
and manage the intensity of flows for safety,
resiliency, and combined-sewer overflow
reduction.

Strategy Unit Cost Estimation
The Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority has
provided an extensive and itemized list of unit
costs for the construction items and materials
typically included in their work when proposing
any changes to hardscaping, landscaping, or
subsurface utilities. These unit costs represent
the average cost of each item based on actual
bids received by PWSA throughout all of their
2017 construction projects.

CENTRALIZED
CONVEYANCE

CENTRALIZED
STORAGE

NETWORKED CONVEYANCE
WITH EMBEDDED STORAGE

Manage the stormwater
by building a large pipe or
open channel to CONVEY
it further downstream.

Manage stormwater at
a confluence point by
STORING it and releasing
at a lower flow rate.

Manage stormwater local to
where it falls with smaller
scale STORAGE sites
embedded within a rightof-way CONVEYANCE
network.

Meadow Street Microshed Concept Plan
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DIVERSION
Semi-Blocked Inlet Opening
Design Considerations:
Partially blocking the curb opening of an
• Existing conditions of the road and gutter
existing inlet is a versatile and relatively
downstream of an inlet with a semi-blocked
inexpensive way to control the volume of
opening must be considered and analyzed
surface runoff that enters the sewer system. The
in order to ensure that there remains
proposed retrofit to the inlet can be designed
enough capacity to convey the additional
specifically to prevent a desired intensity of
stormwater flow.
rainfall from entering the inlet during storm
• If conditions are inadequate, the designer
events, while allowing more intense storm
events to over-top the modification and enter
must propose an alternative conveyance
the inlet. The flow that is allowed to bypass
strategy downstream, whether that be
the inlet will continue to flow on the surface
an enhanced gutter solution or storage
downstream along the gutter line.
opportunity.

Example Construction Detail

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Inlet Bypass Retrofit

EA
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Unit Cost
$570.00

CONVEYANCE
Pavement Edge Milling
The practice of edge milling can be implemented in scenarios where the
existing road surface, over time, has been repeatedly over-paved, causing
a problematic decrease in curb reveal. The lack of adequate curb reveal
results in an inability for the gutter to efficiently convey surface runoff
downstream without instances of excessive gutter spread or stormwater
over-topping the curb. Excessive gutter spread can lead to unsafe driving
conditions, increased icing, and added freeze-thaw damage to asphalt.
Thus, edge milling would ultimately restore the gutter’s flow capacity
along the curb line.
Design Considerations:
• When implementing edge milling, the designer should be mindful
of the current road conditions, geometry, and use, including curb
conditions.
• The proposed design should manage the width of stormwater
channelization along the gutter line (a.k.a. gutter spread) so as to
ensure vehicular and pedestrian traffic safety throughout the travel
way during rainfall events and to minimize icing.
• The maximum allowable cross slope is 12%, and the milling area
should be limited to areas outside of the travel lanes.

Milling the edge of pavement wil reveal the original curb line, adding
greater capacity for stormwater conveyance.

Example Construction Detail

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Unit Cost

Milling - Wearing Course

SY

$11.11

Bituminous Pavement - Wearing Course

SY

$31.40

Equivalent Cost per Linear Foot, Assuming 6-ft Milling Width: $28.34

Meadow Street Microshed Concept Plan
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CONVEYANCE
Monolithic Curb and Gutter
Replacing an existing curb and gutter system with a monolithic
concrete curb and gutter would apply to scenarios in which the existing
gutter flow capacity was inadequate, but edge milling the surface to
the minimum wearing course depth would still not yield enough flow
capacity or acceptable gutter spread conditions during a typical storm
event. A monolithic concrete curb and gutter provides opportunities to
reconstruct a curb with full reveal and to intentionally delineate a gutter
separate from the cart way to discourage future over-paving during road
repair work.
Design Considerations:
• When implementing a monolithic concrete curb and gutter,
the designer is to be mindful of the current and anticipated
road conditions, geometry, and use, including future bike lane
accommodation and curb cuts for stormwater tree pits.
• Transition forms will be needed at places where the curb meets
driveways and curb ramps.
• Recommended width of stormwater channelization along the gutter
line is not to exceed ½ the travel lane during the 5-year design
storm for low average daily traffic (ADT) local streets, or 10-year
design storm for high ADT local streets and collectors where the
speed is <45 mph.
• The maximum allowable cross slope is 12%.
Example Construction Detail

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Unit Cost

Concrete Curb and Gutter

LF

$80.00

Bituminous Pavement - Wearing Course

SY

$31.40

Bituminous Pavement - Binder Course, Secondary Road

SY

$37.30

Demolition and Excavation

CY

$77.81

Equivalent Cost per Linear Foot, Assuming 2’ Gutter Width: $112.56
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CONVEYANCE
Concrete Flow-line
With the use of a concrete flow-line, a.k.a. road warp, a formed
depression would traverse a street intersection parallel to the direction
of flow, from the upstream gutter to the downstream gutter. Thus, with
no need for inlets or subsurface infrastructures, the runoff could travel
continuously on the surface with minimal impact to the streetscape and
relatively low installation costs.
Design Considerations:
• Existing conditions of the road and gutter downstream of a concrete
flow-line must be analyzed in order to ensure that there remains
enough capacity to convey the additional stormwater flow.
• If conditions are inadequate, the designer must propose an
alternative conveyance strategy downstream, whether that be an
enhanced gutter solution or storage opportunity.
• Pervious pavement with subsurface storage can be used in the flow
line to reduce icing.
• This feature can be integrated with traffic calming measures that
encourage drivers to slow down before entering an intersection.
• The feature must be integrated with the crosswalk and curb cut
design to minimize inconvenience to pedestrians and to ensure that
sidewalks, ramps, and crosswalks remain ADA-compliant.

Example Construction Detail

Concrete Flow-line connecting curb and gutter systems on Dublin
Center Drive in Dublin, Ohio.

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Cast-in-Place Concrete Flow-line
Including saw-cutting asphalt, placement of subsurface drainage layer, etc.

LF

Unit Cost

Meadow Street Microshed Concept Plan
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STORAGE
Porous Gutter Strip / Porous Parking Lane
The integration of porous pavers or pavement along the gutter line of
a road would prove beneficial in scenarios where adequate stormwater
conveyance cannot be achieved with superficial gutter enhancement
alone. By allowing stormwater to infiltrate through the porous media
along the gutter, the volume of water conveyed on the street surface is
then greatly reduced, as is the rate at which the stormwater ultimately
flows into the sewer system. The width of the porous strip could vary
case by case, as could the subsurface gravel depth.
Design Considerations:
• When designing a porous gutter strip,
considerations should be taken for
subsurface conditions in the project area.
Existing utility information should be well
understood so as to avoid any potential
conflicts.
• Porous material selection should be mindful
of the locality’s road maintenance regime.
Vacuuming of porous pavers is needed
periodically.
• Choice of paver shape and color can be
aligned with the neighborhood’s branding
and identity.
• The porous strip need not extend the entire
length of the street. Instead a section at
the low point with appropriate storage
should be sufficient.
• The porous gutter strip should be sloped
such that flows stay close to the curb line.

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Unit Cost

Permeable Pavers

SY

$80.00

Bituminous Pavement - Wearing Course

SY

$31.40

Bituminous Pavement - Binder Course

SY

$37.30

6” Under-drain

LF

$16.38

Concrete Flush Curb

LF

$40.51

Aggregate Backfill

CY

$56.19

Excavation

CY

$55.27

Equivalent Cost per Linear Foot, Assuming 6’-Wide Porous Strip: $175.59
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STORAGE
Green Alley
The “greening” of an alley could greatly help alleviate the amount
of stormwater that accumulates on road surfaces that are otherwise
typically not well maintained and do not have proper drainage
infrastructure in place. Very commonly, alleyways are not designed or
maintained to the same standards as higher-volume streets. Over time
they tend to degrade, creating inadequate drainage patterns.
By introducing improvements such as an inverse crown, a pervious
surface, and even subsurface storage, these alleys will control the runoff
during storm events to reduce the burden on the sewer infrastructure as
well as the infrastructure at the street level. Green alleys also create the
opportunity for cost-effective downspout disconnection from garages and
from the rear of buildings.

Alley with impermeable pavement and poor drainage

Design Considerations:
• When designing a green alley, consider subsurface conditions in the
project area. Existing utility information should be well understood
to avoid any potential conflicts.
• Porous material selection should be mindful of the locality’s road
maintenance regime.
Example Construction Detail

Alley incorporating green alley principles

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Unit Cost

Permeable Pavers

SY

$80.00

Milling - Wearing Course

SY

$11.11

Bituminous Pavement - Wearing Course

SY

$31.40

6” Under-drain

LF

$16.38

Concrete Flush Curb

LF

$40.51

Aggregate Backfill

CY

$56.19

Excavation

CY

$55.27

Equivalent Cost per Linear Foot, Assuming 3’-Wide Porous Strip: $178.76

Meadow Street Microshed Concept Plan
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STORAGE
Bioretention Swale
Bioretention swales can be constructed along the street right-of-way to
introduce space for water to runoff paved areas and be absorbed in the
ground or calmed before being conveyed away. A bioswale is a gently
graded, vegetated depression into which street runoff would be directed
via curb cuts, drains or pipes. The flat bottom of the swale would
promote infiltration of rainwater into the native soil. Thus, widening the
swale ultimately increases the infiltration volume achieved. Overall, when
space allows for them, bioswales offer a solution for low to moderate
flows of runoff.
Design Considerations:
• When planning for a bioretention swale, the designer should be
mindful of current sidewalk conditions, only reallocating sidewalk
space where appropriate and do not conflict with accessibility
standards.
• Consider subsurface conditions in the project area. Existing utility
information should be well understood so as to avoid any potential
conflicts within the infiltration area.
• The sides of the graded area should have a slope no steeper than
3:1, and the flat bottom no narrower than 12”.
• Water always follows gravity. For bioswales to function, the top of
the soil surface needs to be well below the grade of the adjacent
streets and sidewalks.
• An adjacent porous parking lane could act as the inlet for a
bioswale, preventing debris from entering into the swale.

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Unit Cost

Excavation

CY

$55.27

Shrubs

EA

$68.52

Perennials

EA

$14.85

Grasses

EA

$12.80

6” Under-drain

LF

$16.38

Planting Soil

LF

$40.51

Mulch

CY

$109.79

Curb Cut

EA

$850.00

River Rock Stone Apron

EA

$541.13

Equivalent Cost per Linear Foot, Assuming 3’-Wide Bioswale: $98.36
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STORAGE
Curb Extension with Bioretention Planter
Curb extensions at street intersections calm
traffic and improve pedestrian safety, while
presenting an opportunity to collect, store and
treat rainwater. Constructed with engineered
soil and walled to allow for temporary ponding,
these bioretention areas feature flood and
drought-tolerant plants to absorb a portion
of the stormwater volume captured during
rain events, while also being low maintenance
during dry weather.
Design Considerations:
• When redesigning an intersection to include
a curb extension, the designer should
consider the current road conditions,
only reallocating road space where traffic
patterns and use allow.
• Consider subsurface conditions in the
Example Construction Detail
project area. Existing utility information
should be well understood so as to avoid
any potential conflicts within bioretention
area.
• Changes to the road configuration and
planting selection should consider the
locality’s road maintenance regime.
• Inlets to green infrastructure should be
upstream of existing inlets. They should be
configured so that flows in excess of the
design flows are able to bypass the curb
extension and enter the combined sewer
system.

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Unit Cost

Excavation

CY

$55.27

Shrubs

EA

$68.52

Perennials

EA

$14.85

6” Under-drain

LF

$16.38

Mulch

CY

$87.47

Planting Soil

CY

$109.79

Concrete Deep Curb

LF

$40.51

Curb Cut

EA

$850.00

River Rock Stone Apron

EA

$541.13

Equivalent Cost per Linear Foot, Assuming 3’-Wide Bioretention Area: $277.62

Meadow Street Microshed Concept Plan
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STORAGE
Street Tree Trench
In addition to beautifying a streetscape, tree trenches along a corridor
also greatly improve a street’s ability to capture and treat surface water
locally. Typically constructed in a linear pattern within the sidewalk
limits, these trees are connected via a stormwater system that collects
and distributes rain water to the trees’ soil using capillary action. Tree
trenches absorb rainfall, transpire water, and help reduce the total runoff
volume produced during rain events.
Design Considerations:
• When planning for tree trenches, consider subsurface conditions
in the project area. Existing utility information should be well
understood so as to avoid any potential conflicts.
• Tree selection and placement shall be mindful of the locality’s road
maintenance regime.
• Tree trenches should be designed with adequate root space and root
barriers to avoid nearby pavement buckling.
Example Construction Detail

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Unit Cost

Excavation

CY

$55.27

Trees

EA

$535.71

Planting Soil

CY

$109.79

8” Perforated Pipe

LF

$75.67

Mulch

CY

$87.47

Concrete Deep Curb

LF

$40.51

Concrete Sidewalk

SY

$122.87

Curb Cut

EA

$850.00

Domed Filter Structure

EA

$2,826.67

River Rock Stone Apron

EA

$541.13

Equivalent Cost per Linear Foot, Assuming 3’-Trench: $242.07
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STORAGE
Meadow Street Complete Street Retrofit
Meadow Street in the Larimer community possesses many of the
necessary characteristics for a complete street retrofit. Including the
sidewalks on both sides of the street, the corridor is roughly 46 feet
wide, leaving ample room for several types of green infrastructure to
manage the runoff from adjacent streets, sidewalks, and buildings.
Design Considerations:
• When redesigning streets, intersections and sidewalks, the designer
should be mindful of the current traffic patterns and uses of the
travel ways, only reallocating space in ways that still maintain
vehicular and pedestrian safety and efficiency.
• Subsurface conditions in the project area must be known. Existing
utility information should be well understood so as to avoid any
potential conflicts.
• Overall street design and material selection shall take the locality’s
road maintenance practices into account and should inform improved
practices if necessary.
Example Complete Street

Example Typical Street

Example Complete Street

Unit Cost Summary

Unit

Unit Cost

Porous Parking Strip

LF

$175.59

Tree Trench

LF

$242.07

Curb Extension w/ Bioretention Planter

LF

$277.62

Bioswale

LF

$87.53

Milling-Wearing Course

SY

$11.11

Bituminous Pavement-Wearing Course

SY

$55.27

4” Traffic Markings

LF

$2.05

Concrete Sidewalk

SY

$122.87

Concrete Deep Curb

LF

$40.51

Equivalent Cost per Linear Foot, Assuming 11’ Drive Lanes: $1,124.08
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Meadow Street Microshed Concept
Water Conveyance in the
Meadow Street Microshed

result is to design the risk away through a pipe
or some other strictly gray solution.

After applying the various water conveyance
tools within the microshed, the final
consideration is what to do at the collection
point. The low point could be a point of
gray conveyance through a pipe or it could
be a celebration of community heritage and
hydrology in the microshed. The River Roots
project at Liberty Green is an example of the
latter concept that ought to be replicated
throughout the city wherever possible. The
River Roots project incorporates public art and
stormwater infrastructure into a public park
project.

This may be a project where the question can be
posed differently and answered by a collective
interdisciplinary approach. The community
has asked that the solution for conveying
rainwater to the Little Negley Run Conveyance
prioritize a healing design that works with
nature at a human scale and with an acceptable
risk. A design developed with the community
will create opportunities for recruiting local
talent to monitor and maintain the completed
microshed.

The Meadow Street microshed low point sits
above the future site of the Little Negley Run
conveyance and within the right-of-way of
Pace Way, a pathway into the valley that once
connected Larimer to the valley and served
homes along the hillside. When these homes
were torn down in the middle of last century
a set of steps were built in the right-of-way
to maintain connectivity between Larimer and
the valley. These steps are in poor condition
today and are among the community’s priority
projects for improved interconnectivity with its
surroundings.
A reconstructed set of steps could serve both
people and water, conveying flows from the
Meadow Street Microshed low point to the
future Little Negley Run conveyance channel. If
the entire microshed separated rainwater from
waste water, peak flow would be considerable,
within the range of 50 to 85 cubic feet per
second (ft3/s or cfs). Overall, these are rather
high flow rates that would need to be managed
carefully, especially when in proximity to a
restored set of stairs.
The estimated storm flow rate for the Meadow
Street microshed creates a design challenge for
surface flow down the ravine to Little Netley
Run. The estimated surface flow is not of such
magnitude as to lead to catastrophic failure;
nonetheless, if these issues were approached by
a single discipline (engineers, lawyers, public
health practitioners, urban designers) the likely

Risk management includes water quality and
flow control. The quality can be managed
through green interventions in the microshed.
Flow may also be managed through some
gray solutions such as cisterns and moderate
controlled release.

Green Alleys in the
Meadow Street Microshed
There are several “ways” in the Meadow Street
microshed (Indiana Way, Pace Way, etc.). These
streets already have a minimal footprint and
carry very little traffic. Their light use makes
them great candidates for becoming “Green
Alleys.” Alleys slope down from their edges and
convey water along their center, as opposed to
streets, which slope from the center and convey
water along curbs at their edges. Creating alleys
with permeable pavers can offer opportunities
to safely infiltrate and convey water from
behind houses and businesses, which would
otherwise be difficult to connect to a larger
conveyance system.
Indiana Way, which abuts the Village Green, a
central greenspace in the community with a
stage, tables, and other amenities. Turning this
street into a Green Alley would have the added
benefit of extending the function and aesthetic
of the Village Green, which itself is under
consideration for redesign and development.
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Projects near the Meadow Street Microshed

The plan for Larimer’s Choice Neighbhorhoods (CNI) project sites is
overlaid with the boundary (in red) of the Meadow Street Microshed.
Nubmers identify key sites and landmarks.
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1. CNI Housing Phase 1
2. CNI Housing Phase 2
3. CNI Housing Phase 3
4. CNI Housing Phase 4
5. Larimer Park (URA & DPW)
6. URA Lottery Store
7. KBK Enterprises - Larimer Pointe
8. Larimer Village Green
9. Liberty Green
10. Hamilton-Larimer (former housing site)
11. Little Negley Run
12. URA-owned land
13. Mike’s Auto garage

Conceptual Plan for the Meadow Street Microshed

Color-coded areas within the Meadow Street Microshed boundary show
suggested strategies using a variety of green infrastructure techniques.
These techniques were selected to be contextually appropriate
and cost-effective.
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Built Projects in the
Neighborhood
In 2014, the URA and KBK Enterprises
completed Larimer Pointe, 40 infill townhouse
units along Carver Street, Meadow Street and
Larimer Avenue. Each townhouse was designed
to have an individual storm connection to the
combined sewer, however the majority of units
have infiltration trenches and/or roof collection
pipes that could easily be directed towards a
new conveyance system. Furthermore, on the
north side of Meadow Street is Mike’s Auto, a
large building with limited roof leaders that are
already separated from the combination sewer.

Triple Bottom Line Benefits
The City of Pittsburgh and all of its
neighborhoods are under a federal mandate
to manage stormwater responsibly for the
sake of cleaning up our rivers, but there are
numerous added advantages to solving this
problem and managing our water with green,
integrated design. Such projects achieve “triplebottom-line” benefits because they can lead to
economic, social, and ecological improvements.
These include: reducing flooding on streets and
in basements, increasing biodiversity, cleaning
air, improving pedestrian safety, providing
gathering spaces, providing jobs, and more.

Projects Underway
In addition to constructed projects, there
are a number of projects underway that will
contribute runoff to a new conveyance system.
Currently, the third (#3) and fourth (#4) phases
of Choice Neighborhood Initiative housing
are being designed and construction should
commence in January 2020. The third phase
of housing has been designed to capture
and attenuate runoff from the property in a
subsurface storage tank, and will discharge into
the combined sewer in Meadow Street.
In Fall 2019, the Housing Authority will be
demolishing the Hamilton-Larimer townhouses
(#10) and the property will be converted to new
parkland. Open, undeveloped land within the
new park would be ideal for capturing storm
runoff from the western side of the microshed.
New parkland also presents an opportunity for
capturing and conveying runoff from portions
of the neighborhood outside the microshed
boundary, specifically Mayflower Street,
Auburn Street, Linn Way and Emans Way. The
specifications for demolition of the existing
buildings should be written to account for the
future stormwater collection.
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Meadow Street Microshed Conceptual Project Budget
Item

Cost ($/linear f)i

Length (ft)ii

Total Item Costiii

Green alley with paver strip

$178.76

1010

$181,000

Paver strip or lane

$175.59

630

$111,000

Curb extension with bioretention

$277.62

620

$172,000

Tree trench

$242.07

2014

$488,000

$98.36

437

$75,000

Bioswale
Complete street

$1,124.08

$491,000

Estimated rain garden cost

$60,000

iv

Total Stormwater Cost

$1,578,000
$800,000

Estimated staircase costv
Total Cost
i

$2,378,000

vi

Unit costs per linear foot are from estimates given in chapter 2 for each strategy.

ii The length of each strategy proposed is based on the concept plan given in this chapter.
iii Costs are rounded to the nearest thousand dollars.
iv Estimate based on projects of similar size and configuration.
v This estimate reflects the cost of rebuilding a pedestrian-only staircase along Pace Way from Lenora Street to Negley Run Boulevard.
The estimate was quoted by the City of Pittsburgh to an interested community member.
vi This high-level estimate does not presume any conflicts with existing utilities or associated utility conflict costs. This budget also does not include soft costs or 			
construction mobilization costs.

Estimating CSO Reduction

Estimating Cost Effectiveness

The design team utilized PWSA’s Green
Infrastructure Facility Summary Report tool
(v1.03) to estimate the volume of combinedsewer overflow that can be reduced by
this project. This tool simplifies project
performance estimation process, making an
order of magnitude estimate possible without
having to run a computing-intensive SWMM
simulation. Much of the data built into the tool
is based on PWSA’s SWMM modeling and is in
active development to improve estimates and
applicability to different green infrastructure
technology types.

Assuming a contingency factor of +30% in
addition to conservative estimates of unit
costs, the stormwater aspects of the project
would have a construction cost of $2,051,400.
This concept design manages 9.24 acres of
impervious area, leading to an annual CSO
volume reduction of 4,187,200 gallons.
Cost per impervious acre managed:

$222,000
Cost per gallon of CSO reduced:

PWSA’s GI Facility Summary Report Tool
$0.49
estimates annual CSO volume reduction of
4,187,200 gallonsi. While acknowledging
Based on these estimates, the design team has
the limits of this estimation tool and the
determined that the Meadow Street Microshed
conceptual level of this design, these results are
Concept Plan is a cost-effective project to
favorable.
manage impervious runoff and reduce the
volume of combined-sewer overflow.
i

The design team will provide PWSA and other interested parties
with the tool’s report upon request.
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Estimating Peak Flows
The team estimated likely peak flows to be found at the low point in the
microshed at Lenora Street just west of Meadow Street. The intent has
been to establish a maximum design flow which must be accommodated
by any structure intended to convey water from Lenora to near Negley
Run Boulevard. The analysis compared two methods, the first using
the standard (though somewhat outdated) TR55 flow model. Through
TR55 we determined a Time of Concentration and Curve Number. Using
precipitation depths for a range of “return periods” as reported by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for Pittsburgh,
a curve was generated showing the expected volume flow-rate associated
with each peak precipitation event. Because of the many simplifications
made by TR55 and the uncertainty introduced, this was compared to
modeled peak flows using the far simpler Rational Method (runoff
coefficient = 0.8), modeling the peak flows that correspond with the
10-minute rainfall for the same range of “return periods.” The results
were similar, and present a range of design flows for consideration
by decision-makers in the context of risk associated with exceeding
conveyance capacity.

Catchment Parameters
Catchment Area

16.6 acres

Average Slope

Peak design flow should fall within the range of 50 to 85 cubic feet per
second (ft3/s or cfs) – somewhere between the two lines shown in the
second graph. Overall, these are rather high flow-rates and safety must
be considered carefully.

4.5 percent

Maximum Flow Length

2231 feet

Average CN

90

Time of Concentration

9.8 mins

The catchment parameters used as the basis for the model runs

Return Period (years)

1

2

5

10

25

50

100

200

500

1000

TR55 Method

Peak Flow (ft3/sec) 23.9 30.8 41.4 50.2 62.7 73.3 84.3 95.9 112.6 125.7

Average of two methods

Peak Flow (ft3/sec) 31.6 39.0 49.1 57.0 67.8 76.3 85.1 94.1 106.1 115.5

Rational Method

Peak Flow (ft3/sec) 39.3 47.1 56.7 63.8 72.8 79.3 85.9 92.3

Model results comparing peak flows by each method
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99.6 105.2

Comparative graphs showing peak flows by each method for the full range of “return periods”
(1 through 1000 years)

Close-up graph showing peak flows by each method for a reasonable range of “return periods”
(10 through 100 years)
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Related Projects and Case Studies
URA to build Rain Gardens
at Larimer Park and
Larimer Village Green
Beyond built and soon-to-be built projects,
there are three initiatives that have the
potential to positively impact the new
conveyance system. Improvements are proposed
for Larimer Park (#5) and for Village Green
(#8), both of which are scheduled for 2020
construction. These improvements are being
orchestrated by the URA with input from the
community. Both projects occur along Larimer
Avenue and abut the microshed boundary,
therefore capture and conveyance from
these projects should be considered, even
if conveyance cannot be constructed within
the current project budgets. Additionally, the
URA has recently purchased the existing retail
building at the NE corner of Larimer Avenue
and Meadow Street. Ultimately, this corner will
be improved or redeveloped and runoff from
the private property and public right-of-ways
conveyed north towards Little Negley Run.

Larimer Village Green planting beds

Larimer Village Green as seen on the Meadow Street Microshed walking
tour.
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Demolition of Hamilton-Larimer
Townhouses could be an
opportunity
In Fall 2019, the Housing Authority will
demolish the Hamilton-Larimer townhouses
(#10) and convert the property to new
parkland. Open, undeveloped land within the
new park would be ideal for capturing storm
runoff from the western side of the microshed,
but also present an opportunity for capturing
and conveying runoff from portions of the
neighborhood outside the microshed boundary,
specifically Mayflower Street, Auburn Street,
Linn Way and Emans Way. The foundations of
the demolished buildings could be converted
into stormwater storage to attenuate peak
flows, leading to reductions in combined
sewer overflow. Because this site has a small
contributing area, it is not likely that this
would be a worthwhile investment. The
demolition specifications however should assure
that the existing sewer line that once belonged
to the Hamilton-Larimer homes be disconnected
in a way that would allow it to be utilized for
dedicated stormwater conveyance in support
of future efforts. This could include placing
either a manhole or a cleanout at the stub end
of the sewer pipe that is capped at the surface
so that locating the line in the future is not a
challenge.

Milwaukee is studying the
“BaseTern” approach to
convert former basements into
stormwater cisterns

A conceptual section showing a foundation converted to stormwater
detention using a stone aggregate with a high void space.

A conceptual section showing a foundation converted to stormwater
detention using R-tanks or other structured product with a very high
void space.

Per BaseTern:
“The City of Milwaukee is exploring cost
effective and innovative approaches for
managing stormwater to help neighborhoods
be more resilient to extreme storm events. One
approach that is being studied is the BaseTern,
an underground stormwater management or
rainwater harvesting structure created from
the former basement of an abandoned home
that has been slated for demolition. By using
this existing basement cavity, the City saves
on demolition costs of the old structure and
the construction of the new one. The structure
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Rosedale Runoff Reduction,
Phases 1 & 2
These Projects focused on reducing runoff
into Nine Mile Run, an urban stream located
in Pittsburgh, PA. Water from streets in the
Rosedale neighborhood, in the upper Nine
Mile Run watershed, is directed to curb bumpouts in the right of way, where it is conveyed
through a sediment forebay, through a series
of planters, and to underground storage. The
system is fitted with a series of weirs and
flow monitors that provide information on
GSI performance including the total volume of
stormwater managed by the system. The curb
bump-outs additionally enhance pedestrian
safety by shortening crossing distances and
calming traffic and augment neighborhood
aesthetics with seasonal blossoms and foliage.
in the street.

On the grounds of the neighboring Crescent
Early Childhood Education Center, high-impact
facilities capture stormwater from Tokay Street
and the Crescent ECEC building and convey it
to bioswales, a rain garden, and underground
storage. Ethos Collaborative and collaborators
Landbase Systems and StormWorks sited,
designed and supported construction of
projects. The completed systems control over
325,000 gallons of water per year.
The Rosedale Runoff Reduction project is
a project of the Nine Mile Run Watershed
Association. This project is located in an area
where stormwater may be conveyed to either
Negley Run in small storms or Nine Mile Run in
typical to large storms.
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Buffalo, New York
RainCheck 2.0
Buffalo’s stormwater challenge is to protect its water resources and
public health as its aging combined sewer network continues to collect
and treat increasing amounts of rain and melting snow. Like many
combined systems, combined sewer overflows in Buffalo Sewer’s system
cause wastewater to flow into the region’s streams and rivers, and Lake
Erie. Green infrastructure is part of Buffalo’s solution to manage runoff,
improve waterways, increase resiliency, and enhance quality of life in the
city.
evolveEA worked with an extensive team of local stakeholders and
professional consultants for approximately one year to collect and
analyze data for Rain Check 2.0. The report identifies potential green
infrastructure projects to reduce runoff from over 500 acres of impervious
surface, fulfilling Buffalo Sewer’s obligations under the federal
Long-Term Control Plan (LTCP).
The work of Rain Check 2.0 confirmed that Buffalo Sewer can meet or
exceed its stormwater goals in the priority CSO basins by employing
green infrastructure. Meeting the goals requires investments in green
infrastructure on both publicly-owned and privately-owned properties.
Ongoing planning and outreach to identify partners, engage stakeholders,
and build trust and shared values is critical to success. This Opportunity
Report is a first step in that larger planning effort.
The strategies in Buffalo differ from those in Pittsburgh. In Buffalo, high
infiltration rates and flat terrain allow water to efficiently soak into the
soil, favoring strategies that are small and standalone. In Pittsburgh, low
infiltration rates and steep terrain keep water moving downhill, favoring
strategies that convey water to the Rivers and are part of a strategic
green infrastructure network.
In both cities, projects are most effective when they are integrated with
and benefit the local community. As part of the RainCheck 2.0 plan, the
design team created an equity overlay to prioritize locations that served
both stormwater management as well as communities that will benefit
most from investment in their public infrastructure.
https://raincheckbuffalo.org/

Equity indicators across the sewersheds studied in RainCheck 2.0.
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Community stewardship
An objective of the Negley Run Watershed Task Force is to increase local
capacity to participate as advocates, implementers, and stewards of the
next generation of rainwater infrastructure. A critical element in success
of this new infrastructure is collaborative maintenance. This approach
is about more than a utility responding to a complaint and will require
local inspection, monirotring, and maintenance. A crew of trained GI
staff with local knowledge is the ideal. Local programs such as Operation
Better Block’s Junior Green Corps and local small businesses are maturing
to provide this service in partnership with the agency implementing the
microshed design. Buffalo’s PUSH Blue program is a national precedent
that has fully integrated National Green infrastructure Certification into a
youth job/career training program.
https://www.pushbuffalo.org/push-blue/

Grounded Strategies (formerly GTech) and Operation Better Block
created the Junior Green Corps in the Pittsburgh’s Homewood
neighborhood as a means of community stewardship for open space
in the A-42 sewershed.
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Recommended Next Steps
A principal motivation for this design concept is to address and overcome some of the barriers
to broadly implementing GSI strategies across watersheds in Pittsburgh and elsewhere. While
the capacity and expertise for these strategies are present in the region, examples from other
places often do not suit the conditions and topography here in western Pennsylvania. Despite
considerable interest among Pittsburgh’s decision-makers and residents, making progress at a
scale sufficient to address our CSO mitigation needs has been slow and hesitant. The Meadow
Street Microshed planning and design process intends to introduce a set of planning, design and
engagement tools that can be replicated throughout the region.
These tools build the capacity and prepare relationships for the challenge of separating stormwater
flows at the infrastructure scale. This design concept also assures that the fullest range of
secondary benefits can be enjoyed by residents engaged in the design and maintenance of green
systems in their neighborhoods.
The next steps in Larimer are to advance along three fronts:
•

•

•

More fully develop the set of strategies presented here with the goal of finalizing a standard
kit-of-parts for use in neighborhoods throughout the city. Refine those designs with input
and approval from the Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority, the Department of Mobility
and Infrastructure, and the Department of Public Works. This includes developing some
standardized cost and performance models, establishing guidelines for early site assessment
and planning, and recommending new or revised ordinances to accommodate these new
approaches.
Demonstrate and document engagement strategies that include residents, business owners,
property owners, developers and other stakeholders in planning for the use of new right-ofway practices that manage separated flows within a minimal footprint and maximize “green”
benefits. These tools will enhance the ability of the Department of City Planning and PWSA to
integrate city-wide infrastructure needs within local landscapes and priorities.
Continue to address the larger context of microshed planning at the watershed scale,
promoting the restoration of abandoned streams and connections with the major rivers.
In collaboration with PWSA and ALCOSAN, there should be continued quantification of the
performance benefits of extensive sewershed-wide separation of stormwater and sewer flows
as the primary means of addressing Consent Order requirements. That collaboration should
also identify other projects within the watershed that will be key to the success of networked
green systems.

As these efforts advance, we will continue conversations with our Larimer neighbors and the
educational outreach that began a decade ago. Together, by our example, we can promote and
replicate the use of these strategies in other watersheds throughout the city and region.
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Appendix:
Walking Tour Materials
On May 30 of 2019, the Larimer Consensus Group and Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy led a walk
around Larimer to explore the Meadow Street microshed. Water and landscape professionals and
community leaders made several stops throughout the microshed to review various streets, green
spaces, and other opportunities for stormwater management. The tour began at the EECO center,
an example of existing green infrastructure in the neighborhood, and ended at the Meadow Street
bridge, with a discussion of ways for water to safely flow down to a restored Negley Run and,
finally, out to the Allegheny River. Throughout the walk, participants identified challenges and
needs, from blocked inlets to proposed park spaces.

Walking tour attendees pause near stop 2 on the tour where
demolition is planned for older Housing Authority properties.
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Microshed Walking Tour Handout
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Microshed Walking Tour Handout
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Microshed Walking Tour Flyer

Microshed Walk
Microsheds are a way to organize neighborhood blocks around rainwater management. Like
watersheds, they include all of the land that drains (or might drain) water to a specific point. In
this case, we’ll be walking on and around Meadow Street in Larimer, exploring the microshed
that could collect water at a point near the Meadow Street bridge. We’ll also discuss ways for
that water to safely flow down to a restored Negley Run and, finally, out to the Allegheny River.
Learn about different ways that our streets could carry separated stormwater from your
home or business. Explore a variety of ideas for decreasing the pressure on our combined
sewer system and creating a healthier, more sustainable environment. Or simply enjoy a
relaxing walk in the heart of Larimer!

Thursday, May 30
6PM - 7:30PM
Meet at the EECO Center
200 Larimer Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
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Raingarden Concept Sketch

Concept sketch for a rain garden designed to incorporate public art
by landscape architect Ashley Kyber who attended the Meadow Street
Microshed walking tour.
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Raingarden Concept Sketch

Concept sketch for a rain garden designed to incorporate public art
by landscape architect Ashley Kyber who attended the Meadow Street
Microshed walking tour.
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Raingarden Concept Sketch

Raindrop Gardens
Concept sketch for a rain garden designed to incorporate public art
by landscape architect Ashley Kyber who attended the Meadow Street
Microshed walking tour.

@curb inlet utilize raingarden
detailing with planted gabions
and permiable paving
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